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BOOK REVIEWS

humanists. Visual imagery played a large part in the preoccupations of the academicians as well as religious policy and court entertainments. The latter were
sponsored on a lavish scale by the queen mother, Catherine de' Medici.
For Yates, the tragedy of the age was the general rejection of the academies'
efforts to bring about a harmonization of conflicting ideologies, resulting in the
extremism of the Wars of Religion. Yet, as she points out, a thread of the academic
ideal carried through into succeeding centuries to burst forth in the seventeenthcentury academies, the eighteenth-century philosophes, and the nineteenth-century .
lnstitut de France. This is a remarkably rewarding book to read or to reread.
De Lamar Jensen
Brigham Young University
Murray J. Levich, Shakespeare's Italian Settings and Plays, St. Martin's Press, 1989.
This slender volume aims "to consider eight works of various genres, written
throughout the dramatist's career, in the context of their settings" (ix) - specifically, their Italian settings. This specific motive looks to Shakespeare to register a
contemporary English fascination with Italy and things Italian. "This interest
manifested itself in travel to the country, learning the Italian language, translating
and being influenced by Italian books, and copying Italian fashions and culture.
For Renaissance Englishmen Italy was an exotic place, a fabled land" (4). Murray
Levich makes chis reputation ofltaly clear enough in his study. Much less clear is
what response to this fascination, what insight into England's dream oflcaly, Levith
is claiming for Shakespeare.
The body of the book straightforwardly presents the geographical stereotypes
relevant to eight plays. Following an introductory chapter on settings and sources,
chapter 2, for example, offers a general discussion of Venice's sixteenth-century
reputation, followed by comment on The Merchant of Venice and Othello. Succeeding chapters adopt the same format for other settings and plays. These discussions grow progressively briefer, partly to avoid repeating points made earlier, partly
because the richness and extent of the Italian material falls off from the standard
set by Shakespeare's Venice, where setting and drama are most intricately interworked.
This Venetian material shows the book at its best. Levith nicely summarizes
relevant aspects of Venetian trade, law, and government, synthesizing historical
fact with contemporary reports - particularly those of William Thomas (1507-54)
and Bynes Moryson (1566-1630) . Such discussion, though neither new nor revelatory, is genuinely informative. In these plays the dramatist clearly remarks the
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Venetian circumstances of Shylock, Antonio, Othello, Iago, and the others, and
Levith sheds a very helpful light on those circumstances.
Other chapters and plays that travel beyond Venice show the weaknesses of
the approach, which basically tries to connect a piece of local color from a play
with some point of reference beyond the play. The purpose of such connection is
to show Shakespeare's knowledge - more often, his ignorance - ofl taly, ultimately
in Levith's last chapter to suggest again that Shakespeare did not tour Italy. Because
some of the plays under discussion offer little in the way of local color, Levith
frequently develops his discussions as more general introductory comment of these
plays, their sources, plots, themes, and characters' names. Though intelligently
offered, such introductory matter does not strengthen this sketch of Shakespeare's
Italy so much as it seems to try to compensate for the meagerness of survey and
subject.
In general it appears that Levith is not seeing an Italy of Shakespeare's so
much as he is tracing reflections of the popular imagination that he brings to the
plays, perhaps thinking that Shakespeare means to flatter this popular imagination
and a popular audience with his Italian settings. There is, however, another more
interesting book here in posse. This potential book is half-visible in Levith's occasional remarks and asides concerning the imaginary status of this Italy, concerning
the theater's speculations about the identity and difference of persons or of cultures.
Shakespeare is too keen a social critic and satirist, and as an artist, he is too adept at
the juxtaposing of fictive settings for this more modest sketch of sources, settings,
and lines finally to satisfy as an adequate account of Shakespeare in Italy.
Jay Farness
Northern Arizona University
Christopher Haigh, ed., The Reign ofElizabeth l University of Georgia Press, 1987.
Christopher Haigh has brought together in this book a group of historians
who represent the cutting edge of present Elizabethan scholarship. Together they
explore the composition of the Elizabethan political system and "examine how its
institutions responded to the issues which most worried politicians and churchmen" (2). The book's nine essays, prefaced by Haigh's stimulating introduction,
cover topics as diverse as foreign policy, Parliament, the exchequer, the court,
government social regulation, the Elizabethan Reformation, and English Catholics.
Collectively, the essays dismantle many of the "complimentary certainties" (2) of
chose historians who published their major studies in the 1950s and 1960s, and each
in its own way helps to emancipate Elizabeth's reign from "slavery to the origins"
(19) of the seventeenth-century Civil War.

